AWARDS

19th edition TIFF 2021

FEATURE JURY
composed by:

Barbara Gasser (Austria), Giovanni Robbiano (Italy), Ismet Sijarina (Kosovo), Simeon
Ventsislavov (Bulgaria)
awards:

BEST FEATURE FILM | GOLDEN OWL
Identifying Features by Fernanda Valadez
Mexico | 2020 | 97’

An extremely powerful film, portraying a harsh, cruel reality of our current times; a world of violence
and pain without logic or humanity, almost to a supernatural, devilish nature. In this nowhere land
we follow the fragile, yet relentless search of a mother for her teenage son who disappeared and
most likely was murdered in his effort to reach USA. An ending that remains in the memory,
unexpected, strong and perfectly logic, gives the story an epic status that will haunt and move the
viewers for long after the film. At the same time a beautifully shot, directed, acted and written film
that establishes a first-time female director, Fernanda Valadez, as another talent from a land and a
filmography that more and more has set itself as a leading artistic and creative force in the current
film world.

BEST DIRECTOR
Eliza Petkova
A Fish Swimming Upside Down | Germany | 2020 | 103’
Even if the film deals with the traditional theme, this, almost archetypical story, is shown in a
minimalistic, original way. A great performance revealing interesting relations and a strong woman
character, with a delicate sense of the tragic and skillful directing.

BEST SCREENPLAY
Shawkat Amin Korki, Mohamed Reza Gohari
The Exam | Germany, Iraq | 2021 | 90’

By testing the Rojin as the main character the author de facto puts on a test an entire society, which
has sawed into corruption, injustice, and ignorance.
For a captivating story that clicks all the boxes and describes the hardships of life somewhere in a
corner of the world, we reward "The Exam" for the Best Script award.

BEST EYE ON TIFF | SILVER OWL
(debut feature film)

Botox by Kaveh Mazaheri

Iran, Canada | 2020 | 97’
“Botox” is a story of two Iranian sisters, a beautician and her older autistic sister, who together with
their domineering and abusive brother plan to get rich by planting psychedelic mushrooms. When the
two sisters try to get rid of the body of their brother the drama takes a twist. While keeping a close
eye on her autistic sister Akram, the beautician Azar entangles in a net of lies. The film manages to
not depict the female protagonist as a villain but root for the smart survival attitude. The Iranian
screenwriter and director Kaveh Mazaheri accomplished sweetening violent moments with dry
humor.

***
LIVE ACTION, ANIMATION & STUDENT JURY
composed by:

Bogdan Mureşanu (Romania), Maria Di Razza (Italy), Mohamed Siam (Egypt), Nazlı Eda
Noyan (Turkey)
awards:

BEST SHORT FILM | GOLDEN OWL
OSCAR® qualifying Award

Menarca by Lillah Halla

Brazil | 2020 | 22’ | | Live Action
For the mastery use of femine imagery charged with a very poetical but in the same time meaningful
atmosphere, the best short film award goes to Menarca.

BEST LIVE ACTION SHORT FILM
Titan by Valéry Carnoy
Belgium | 2021 | 19’

For its beautiful, intimate portrayal of a coming-of-age story. For the solid performance of teenagers
group that formed the reality around a teen who is trying to find his identity among a young gang.
For its great cast of children and adolescents who gave the film its genuine poetry and vivid energy.

BEST ANIMATION SHORT FILM
Heart of Gold by Simon Filliot
France | 2020 | 13’

For a beautifully crafted world with expressive characters that offered us a heartful of
emotions more valuable than gold.

BEST STUDENT FILM

Fall of the Ibis King by Mikai Geronimo, Josh O'Caoimh
Ireland | 2021 | 10’ | Animation

For a mature yet fresh storytelling through exceptionally original characters,
cinematography and animation.
***
DOCUMENTARY JURY
composed by:

Anila Varfi (Albania), Predrag Bambić (Serbia), Sandra Kawar (Jordan), Sehad Čekić
(Montenegro)
awards:

BEST DOCUMENTARY | SILVER OWL
A Rifle and a Bag by Cristina Haneș, Arya Rothe, Isabella Rinaldi
India, Romania, Italy, Qatar | 2020 | 89’

The true story about the effects of the war on the destiny of the ordinary people, in the conflict of
ideology and bureaucracy.

BEST SHORT DOCUMENTARY
Scars by Alex Anna
Canada | 2020 | 10’

Unique visual style that helps the treatment of psychological state and the way how she combines
visually the animation elements and poetry.

SPECIAL MENTION SHORT DOCUMENTARY
164880 by Maria Falileeva, Alexandra Matveeva
Russia | 2021 | 25’

The life of simple peasants brought in a very spontaneous and interesting way to the camera lens
that moves along with the rhythm of life in that village.

***
VIDEO ART & EXPERIMENTAL, BALKAN & IN ALBANIAN JURY
composed by:

Ben Apolloni (Kosovo), Blerina Hankollari (Albania), Erenik Beqiri (Albania)
awards:

BEST VIDEO ART & EXPERIMENTAL
Passage by Ann Oren
Germany | 2020 | 13’

For the creation of a metamorphic line that passes from the filmmaker to the character, and from the
character to cinema itself.

BEST BALKAN SHORT FILM
The Criminals by Serhat Karaaslan

Turkey, France, Romania | 2021 | 24’ | Live Action
For the skillful mastery of the naturally unveiled narrative elements, the emotional involvement of
the impossibility for two young people to share intimate moments with each other in the conditions
placed by an absurd and multilayered social control.

BEST FILM IN ALBANIAN | SILVER OWL
Disco Funeral by Benart Laze

Albania | 2020 | 17’ | Live Action
For creating a unique character between the comic and the tragic which bends the absurd social
context.

***

BEST DEBUT SHORT FILM “Ron Holloway”
House of Memory by Sofía Rosales Arreola
Mexico | 2020 | 13’ | Animation

For immersing us in a sincere, intimate place masterfully crafted and showing us the beauty of love,
remembering and cinema.

***

AUDIENCE CHOICE AWARD
UN/DOGMATIC – The Danish Cinema

Special program with five films from Lars von Trier & Thomas Vinterberg screened at Open Air
Cinema

***

